The new face
of comfort.
INTRODUCING THE NEW
COLLECTION OF DECORATIVE
FASCIAS FROM THE INDUSTRY
LEADER IN OUTDOOR
COMFORT HEAT.

expanding the possibilities
of outdoor design versatility.
Infratech has long been recognized by leading architects, designers and builders for providing the widest range of aesthetic choices in the
industry — from heater profiles to mounting and color options. Now we are excited to announce the launch of our most designer-friendly
offering yet: the Motif collection of stylish, laser-cut decorative fascias that can be added to our C-Series and CD-Series heaters.

CONT E MP ORA RY
Infratech’s Contemporary fascia has been designed to
add visual interest to the modern home. It is inspired
by the clean lines and iconic forms of the Minimalist,
Modern and Mid-Century aesthetic traditions.

CRA F TS MA N
Arts and Crafts and Deco elements combine in our
Craftsman-inspired decorative fascia. This design
incorporates geometric forms inspired by Frank Lloyd
Wright and Greene and Greene, to complement
everything from stately homes to cozy bungalows.

ME DIT E RRA NE A N
Moorish circular flourishes characterize our
Mediterranean-inspired decorative fascia. This design
offers an appealing visual accent for Spanish-style,
Tuscan, French Country or Southwestern properties.

T RA DIT IONA L
America’s design heritage is reflected in our Traditional
decorative fascia. This design is inspired by Colonial,
Victorian, Farmhouse and Transitional architecture, and
complements properties with traditional shapes and forms.

Infratech’s fascias are designed to snap seamlessly onto
the heater body, providing an easy upgrade for any new
or previously installed C-Series or CD-Series heater.

THE MOTIF COLLECTION
OFFERS LIMITLESS POTENTIAL
FOR CUSTOMIZED STYLE
BY COMBINING OUTDOOR
COMFORT HEAT WITH A
STUNNING, SIGNATURE
ACCENT FOR YOUR SPACE.
DESIGNER-FRIENDLY OPTIONS .
FROM THE BRAND OF CHOICE .
Infratech offers the widest array of
aesthetic offerings in the industry.
Contact us today to help you design the
ideal heating system for your property.

800.421.9455
INFRATECH-USA.COM
3-YEAR WARRANTY | PROUDLY MADE IN USA

